
Whether you own a commercial 
real estate portfolio, alternative 
energy assets or a fleet of jets, 
maintaining a comprehensive 
online catalog of your holdings can 
be a challenge. Even when data is 
properly organized, navigation and 
collaboration become increasingly 
complex as your portfolio grows. 

At SS&C Intralinks, we built the modern virtual data room 
to help bring order to an ever-increasing mountain of data. 
With VDRPro Portfolio, users benefit from an entirely new 
view of that data, built to display your hard assets in the 
best light. 

Your assets — optimized

Portfolio sits on top of VDRPro, extracting specific user-
defined data from the VDR to populate a custom-built 
interface. It provides a new window to your data, displaying 
asset information in a unique and user-friendly way. You 
can easily navigate Portfolio to identify a specific asset and 
click through to see all relevant images and documents. 

Since all the content in Portfolio is sourced from VDRPro, 
you maintain complete control — and benefit from the 
most comprehensive VDR feature set in the market. Plus, 
with the assistance of our Professional Services team, 
Portfolio setup is fast, simple and has minimal impact on 
your traditional VDR management.

Intralinks VDRPro™ Portfolio  
An enhanced view to showcase your assets

Portfolio Overview & Descriptions

Google Maps with Asset Images

Asset View
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Contact us for more information at intralinks.com/contact/sales
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Intralinks is the pioneer of secure file sharing and virtual data room (VDR) technology. Our solutions have facilitated strategic 
initiatives such as mergers and acquisitions, capital raising and investor reporting. With 6.6+ million registered users around the globe, 
the Intralinks platform has been used to execute over USD 34.7 trillion worth of financial transactions.

Independently verified and certified

More than 450 independent, client-led security audits and 
penetration tests of our data centers have been conducted 
since 2014. Numerous certifications are available to support 
regulatory and risk assessments.

Bank-grade security

We incorporate multiple layers of protection at the data center, 
employee, product and individual file/document levels. Rely on 
two-factor authentication, SSO, DDoS protection and more.

Trusted partner and brand

Our 25+ year legacy as the pioneer in VDR technology means 
that we have long-lasting relationships with clients at all the 
major banks who trust our brand, service and the security 
we consistently deliver.

About Intralinks

Financial and operational security

Intralinks is backed by parent company SS&C, a USD five billion 
revenue company with a 30+ year history in fintech.

With Portfolio, you’ll benefit from a number of innovative 
features: 

• Portfolio snapshot – A meta-view that allows you to  
understand the contents of multiple Portfolios at a glance

• Geolocation – Google Maps integration means you can see 
the location of each asset in the Portfolio

• Asset description – Easy-to-view information on each 
underlying asset that doesn’t require you to access any  
specific documents in the VDR 

• HD image library – See multiple images of an asset without 
opening multiple image files

• Enhanced search – Search asset names and descriptions 
to identify relevant content in seconds

• Key documents – Identify key documents without looking 
through multiple subfolders

• Asset-based key data – Create custom data fields, like 
valuation, size, purchase price, etc. 

• VDR integration – Navigate to the underlying VDR at the  
click of a button

Key featuresFrom Marketing to Divestment – Portfolio can help

With Portfolio’s comprehensive and easy-to-navigate view of 
your assets, you can benefit at any stage of the lifecycle.

MARKETING

Use rich media to easily showcase key data 
about the available asset

DUE DILIGEN CE

Benefit from comprehensive preview and 
seamless access to underlying documents

DIVESTMEN T

Clearly present your Portfolio of available 
assets to prospective buyers

MANAGEMEN T

Keep investors and partners up to date on 
asset performance
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